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An Elf Named Finley
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The Measure of the
Magic. With his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller The Sword of Shannara
and its acclaimed sequels, Terry Brooks brought a new audience to epic fantasy.
Then he gave the genre a darkly compelling contemporary twist in his trilogy of the
Word and the Void. Last year, in Armageddon’s Children, Brooks undertook the
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stunning chronicle that united two unique worlds. Now that story of clashing forces
of darkness and light, of Shannara’s beginnings and the human race’s possible
end, marches forward into an unforgettable second volume full of mystery, magic,
and momentous events. Across the ruined landscape that is America–hopelessly
poisoned, plague-ridden, burned, and besieged by demon armies bent on
exterminating all mortal life–two pilgrims have been summoned to serve the
embattled cause of good. Logan Tom has journeyed to desolate Seattle to protect
a ragged band of street urchins and the being known as “the gypsy morph,” who is
both mortal and magical, and destined to save mankind unless he is destroyed.
Likewise, Angel Perez has her own quest, one that will take her from the wreckage
of Los Angeles to a distant, secret place untouched by the horrors of the
nationwide blight–a place where the race of Elves has dwelled since before man
existed. But close behind these lone Knights of the Word swarm the ravening
forces of the Void. As the menacing thunder of war drums heralds the arrival of the
demons and their brutal minions in Seattle, the young survivors who call
themselves the Ghosts are forced to brave the dangerous world of gangs, mutants,
and worse to escape the invasion. And Logan Tom must infiltrate a refugee
compound to rescue Hawk, the leader of the street urchins, who has yet to learn
the truth about who and what he is. Meanwhile, Angel Perez has joined an equally
urgent mission: to find the Ellcrys, a fabled talisman crucial to protecting the Elven
realm against an influx of unspeakable evil from the dread dimension known as the
Forbidding. But Angel and her Elf allies must beware–for a demon spy, with a
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monstrous creature at its command, walks among them. As the legions of darkness
draw the noose tighter, and the time of confrontation draws near, those chosen to
defend the soul of the world must draw their battle lines and prepare to fight with,
and for, their lives. If they fail, humanity falls.

Elf and the City
Using SkyWorld's Time Machine-Demon Inoch takes Sem the Shadowling (low elf)
back in time 3,000 years-arriving inside the Pyramid of MoonRay-in the ancient
land of ShadowRegion-just as foretold.. To please the ElfGods, Sem must solve the
Lost Secret of SunFire, a magnificent spell cast by High Oracles, King SunFire and
Queen MoonRayGuided by Ember the fire elf, Sem and his squad-Seven Teamdiscover a secret weapon in the Underground City of RuneMeanwhile, Rapture the
SoulGod, and his Thirteen Drow Warlocks have taken over Planet Divine. Rapture's
souldrinkers and techdemons are breeding with elves and men. The ElfGods are
furious. And Rapture has become such a thorn in their side-that only one hero in
the multiverse can save them-and that hero is-Sem-

Buddy's Little Self Help Book
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Matchmakers
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Elves And Fairies
Elf coloring book full of holiday fun and Christmas cheer. These Holiday elves are
preparing for Christmas and the holidays by decorating the tree, preparing Santa's
sleigh and hanging tree ornaments. These Gnome elves are excited for Christmas.
They are checking the list and helping St Nick with all of the Christmas
preparations. These Elves and Gnomes are beautiful art illustrations for kids. This
book will inspire your creative thinking. Buy a copy today! Special thanks to the
illustrator Julie Tuft. Designs and ideas by Sadie Lewis.

The Elf on the Shelf
Finley is an orphan boy who is in the early years of becoming a man, and suddenly
finds himself both homeless and without a job. Traveling out of the city in search of
work, he finds a job in a small town of average people who strangely enough, call
themselves elves. He is offered a job to make toys for Santa but is given nothing to
work with other than a scroll of written rules for making toys. With empty hands
and empty pockets he begins the difficult and often frustrating journey of creating
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something from nothing.Without knowing it Finley has stumbled upon an inner
spiritual journey where he learns he has to overcome despair and fear, with tools
such as belief, love and hope. Filled with both apprehension and determination,
Finley begins his journey. When he has finally mastered the rules for making toys,
Finley comes to the realization he has not only created a toy, he has created the
life of his dreams and so can you!www.AnElfNamedFinley.com

Elf Warz - The Elf Queen
It's not often you see an elf in the middle of Brooklyn, let alone a tall, blond,
gorgeous elf in the middle of one of the most prestigious performing arts high
schools in the country. And yet, that's just where Zephyr Addler finds herself:
smack dab in the middle of a bustling New York City school, worlds away from the
secluded woodland community she knows so well. But Zephyr knows that she has
to figure out how to live in the world. And dress in the world. Thanks to a little
friendly advice from her new friend Mercedes, Zephyr starts to get the hang of
Brooklyn. That is, until Zephyr snags a role in a commercial, beating out the most
popular girl in school, Bella Dartagnan. Now with Bella and her friends out to get
her, can Zephyr out-maneuver the mean girls (and catch the eye of a certain cute
boy) without losing herself?
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Elf Realm
It's Christmas Eve and Spark Elf has the very important job of keeping Santa Claus
on schedule as he travels the globe in 24 hours delivering presents. Small in
stature with pointy ears and stopwatch in hand, Spark lets Santa know it's time to
go. He programs the GPS while the other elves secure the toy bag and check the
Nice list. Little known fact: We don't even bring the Naughty list with us. Six hours
into the trip Santa, sleigh and crew begin to fall behind--so many cuddly doggies to
pet and extra cookies to eat. The jolly group makes up time in Brazil and soon find
themselves back at the North Pole. Their work is done. But wait, there's something
left in the bag--but it isn't a present at all--it's a family dog! Well known fact: Santa
gives things away. He does not take things! Momma Claus comes to the rescue
with a plan to get the dog back to his family. Can Santa return the family's beloved
pooch in time to keep their Christmas merry?

Afternoon of the Elves
A book of elfish advice and wisdom for getting the Christmas spirit.

Elf
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Elf
The Elf on the Shelf: A Christmas Tradition is an activity the entire family will enjoy.
Based on the tradition Carol Aebersold began with her family in the 1970s, this
cleverly rhymed children's book explains that Santa knows who is naughty and/or
nice because he sends a scout elf to every home. During the holiday season, the
elf watches children by day and reports to Santa each night. When children awake,
the elf has returned from the North Pole and can be found hiding in a different
location. This activity allows The Elf on the Shelf to become a delightful hide-andseek game.

Eldest
In The Fallen Elves, book three of The Second Neoluzian War epic fantasy series,
the wicked Orc dictator Arkan Spiritstrike, his wizards and military generals are on
the verge of laying waste to the elven cities of Balenwood and Oakmantle after
destroying the human settlements in the northern lands. This is a time of
desperation for the good races because Darius has been lost to lower Neoluzia due
to the Gathering of Replenishment spell cast upon him by members of the
secretive wizard guild, the Veiled Institution. David Parr, a human from Earth
summoned by Darius that reluctantly remains in Neoluzia to assist the Salon of
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Enlightenment against their Orc enemies, must find the great necromancer
Termaplix if the land is to be saved. Finding Termaplix may be impossible however,
for the hero from the War of Cleansing has been hidden in a secret place due to
unknown circumstances one thousand years ago--a tomb long since forgotten to
the current generations in the land. Perilously stifled in their shift away from the
old magic and the forced elimination of history, those that Parr seeks to help
against the enemy from the north must first learn to embrace the gift of magic
again, an art banished in antiquity by the deception of peace and the deep wounds
of the surviving populations in the first war.

Christmas is Saved
Book One of the Elements Incarnate Series. Appearing on the earth with no
recollection of his past, Athar fights to get a grip on his life’s purpose. Through the
teachings of a mysterious old man named Nemoserko, who visits him in his
dreams, he learns of his identity as the elemental incarnation of air. Using his
amazing abilities to control the wind and transform into a mighty dragon, our hero
must traverse the realm in search of his three companions born of earth, fire, and
water. Through his ties to The Creator himself, Athar comes to realize that a being
of darkness named Xhenidrix has entered the world through the meddling of a
tribe of cannibalistic natives. It is now up to Athar to locate his team of elemental
brethren and thwart their demonic opponent along with his army of the undead
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before they achieve their aspirations. Will Athar be able find the others and
become one with the intricate workings of his atmospheric powers in time to
resist? Or will the denizens of the planet fall into the terrifying grasp of the
bloodthirsty creature from hell?

Elven Star
Lily wants to play her new silver elf flute at the Grand Elf Concert. But she can only
make horrible whiffling sounds with it. Will she get to play at the concert?

Me, My Elf & I
In “this enchanting story about friendship,” two fourth grade girls discover a
magical world hidden in one’s backyard (Publishers Weekly). No fourth grader
trusts Sara-Kate Connolly. Her boots are dirty, her clothes are weird, and she’s so
maladjusted that the school had to hold her back a grade. But Hillary is her nextdoor neighbor, and can’t say no when the unusual loner invites her over to play. In
Sara-Kate’s overgrown backyard, Hillary will find proof of a world of magic—the
kind that can only blossom between true friends. Among the rusted car parts and
wild plants, a miniature village has sprung up. It has tiny houses made from string,
sticks, and maple leaves; a well with a bottlecap for a bucket; and even a little
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playground with a Popsicle-stick Ferris wheel. But there’s absolutely no sign of who
built this miniature world. To Sara-Kate, the answer is clear—only elves could be
responsible for something so enchanted. As she and Hillary watch for their elusive
new friends, they learn that friendship, like magic, springs up where you least
expect it. This ebook features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s own collection.

A Little Elf Upon a Shelf
Memoirs of an Elf
I should probably start at the beginning, Zed wrote, when things first went wrong?.
Zed, Brock, and their friends may have saved Freestone from destruction, but the
fight against the Dangers is far from over. No one knows what to expect next from
the dark power that forced the elves to abandon their city. And the influx of elf
refugees in Freestone strains resources and brews resentment among the
townspeople. Things have shifted between best friends Zed and Brock, as well,
with their friendship crumbling under the weight of the secrets they're keeping
from each other. When tensions reach an all-time high, Queen Me'Shala, leader of
the elves, approaches the Adventurers Guild with a mission. She wants a small
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group of adventurers to go behind the king's back on a covert mission to save her
city, and Zed, Brock, Liza, Jett, Micah, and their elven friend Fel join the quest. To
face a powerful form of magic thought to be extinct, the adventurers will have to
learn how to rely on each other and fight harder than ever before. Don't miss this
second installment of Zack Loran Clark and Nicholas Eliopulos's Adventurers Guild
trilogy, where the stakes are raised, the action is breathless, and the dangers will
stop even the bravest of hearts.

Ancient Prophecy (Targa Trilogy #3)
NEVERKING - Prince of the Elves
Christmas and the Lost Elf is a children’s holiday book with illustrations about a lost
elf named Ernie who hides unnoticed in Santa’s sleigh and finds himself left behind
on Christmas Day in a place far away from the North Pole. There he meets various
interesting characters while hoping to somehow find his way back home and, in the
process, learns to appreciate Christmas in new and entertaining ways. This
delightful and unique holiday tale is sure to keep young children (and their
parents) engaged throughout Ernie’s magical and fun journey. Other entertaining
and learning children’s books by the bestselling author include Abby Appleton’s
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Apple Farm, ABC’s of Earth’s Creatures, A Kangaroo’s Pouch, Greeley the Mean
Goat, The Runaway Rabbit Named Robbie, Willa’s Halloween Adventure, Toby the
Talking Tree, and titles from the popular A to Z Things series--all available in
eBook, print, and audio.

The Elves of Cintra
In The Oath of the Necromancer, the tide of war rises against the good races of
Neoluzia by the marauding armies of the Orcs from the north. The Orcs are led by
Arkan Spiritstrike, a powerful Orc wizard who drives his forces to fulfill an Orc
destiny designed over one thousand years ago. After the Veiled Institution restores
Darius, David Parr is given the opportunity to return home to Earth, a place the
Veiled Institution has declared a "forbidden world." Before he leaves, Parr is taken
from his elven hosts by a disciple of the Veiled Institution so that he can be shown
the true security danger in Neoluzia. Armed with this new information, Parr
reluctantly decides to remain in Neoluzia so that he can find the great
necromancer Termaplix, the last remaining hope for the salvation of the land. With
his dark elven companions and a feisty dwarven paladin, David seeks to deliver
this message tasked by Darius to the Salon of Enlightenment. Unknown to Parr
however, the Orcs have planned to prevent his valiant party from leaving the elven
forest of Frontentia alive and the stranger from Earth finds that he cannot escape
The Second Neoluzian War.
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The Fallen Elves
Zephyr, a fifteen-year-old elf, moves with her family from their home in the
Michigan forests, determined to adjust to living in Brooklyn among humans so that
she can attend the Brooklyn Academy of Performing Arts High School.

Elf Love
Buddy Hobbs, who was adopted by elves and raised at the North Pole, travels to
New York City at Christmastime to meet his biological father, never realizing that
life in the city is not quite what he expects it to be.

The Chronicles of Lemuria: Rise of the Dark Elf Lord
“The hottest sleuth to appear in children’s books since Nancy Drew” (The Boston
Globe) is back! Don’t miss the fourth book in the series that’s been described as “a
combination of Carl Hiaasen’s Flush and Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum books”
(School Library Journal) and hailed as “nonstop whodunits” (Kirkus Reviews)! The
Christmas parade gets furry in a hurry when three pranksters dressed as wise men
toss some cats onto Sammy’s float. Dogs shoot off in all directions, and the prize
Pomeranian Sammy’s supposed to be watching disappears. Turns out the darn
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fuzzball’s been kidnapped. The owner is demanding that Sammy find her doggone
dog . . . and she’s a woman who knows how to get what she wants. But Sammy’s a
pretty tough cookie herself. Dognappers, blackmailers, and wise men be warned!
Praise for the Sammy Keyes series: “If Kinsey Millhone ever hires a junior partner,
Sammy Keyes will be the first candidate on the list. She’s feisty, fearless, and
funny. A top-notch investigator!” —New York Times bestselling author Sue Grafton
“The sleuth delights from start to finish. Keep your binoculars trained on Sammy
Keyes.” —Publishers Weekly “The most winning junior detective ever in teen lit.
(Take that, Nancy Drew!)” —Midwest Children’s Book Review

Clyde, the Elf That Santa Fired
Why is there an elf upon the shelf? What is he doing there all by himself? Where
did all the other elves go? You MUST read this book if you really want to know!
Annie Lang's fun little holiday story draws young readers into a world where Elves
work and play to make ready for the happiest season of the year. The story takes
place at the Elves' cottage and readers quickly become engaged in the brightly
colored and detailed imagery as the story unfolds. You'll find this book to be a
wonderful publication for "read together" activities as it encourages discussion with
each turn of the page. This is Annie Lang's second published children's book title
and the first time her fun loving Elf characters have been introduced to young
readers!
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The Elf Queen of Shannara
A comedic novel about a rascally Silky Terrier with champion bloodlines, his
accidental owners, and the nefarious show dog breeders who will stop at
nothing--including murder--to dognap him.

Me, My Elf & I
Ages ago, elves and dwarves unknowingly migrated between Universes via a
Junction. Jenneva and Egam believe they have found a Junction and plan a trip with
Alexander to test the theory and investigate the origins of the elves and dwarves.
Because they believe that the perennial animosity between the two races is due to
misunderstandings about their histories, the mages include the prince of elves and
the prince of dwarves in the group. Trouble begins at the very start of the journey
as Egam falters going through the Junction, awakening an old nemesis, the evil
demon, Alutar. It appears that the excursion will not just clarify history, but also
actually change it. As the group discovers they are trapped in the new Universe,
the shocking truth of the real history of the races is overshadowed by impending
doom as an ancient prophecy begins to unfold. Meanwhile, the evil sorcerer, Sarac,
not only gains freedom from his imprisonment, but also gains the blessing of the
evil demon.
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Sammy Keyes and the Runaway Elf
Buddy, who was mistakenly brought to the North Pole one Christmas and raised by
elves, travels to New York City to find his biological father.

The Elf Flute
"Your parents were no ordinary witch and wizard." With those words Amber's life is
changed forever. After weeks of bizarre incidents and strange occurrences she
finally discovers the truth about who she really is. But, not everyone in Mysterica is
pleased by the revelation and they are prepared to kill in order to stop the teenage
witch from fulfilling her destiny. Surrounded by danger and betrayal, Amber must
use her unique skills and find the strength to save Mysterica from the forces of
darkness that threaten it by taking on the deadly Prince Brogan in a battle that
only one of them can survive. "The reader will enjoy being back with Amber as she
grapples with new exciting adventures. The author has created a world unique to
her bewitching heroine, so apparently easily accessible from the day-to-day
prosaic reality of our own world-just a portal from beneath a bed or a tree and
you're there!"-Charles Muller, Diadem Books

Elements Incarnate: Where Embers Glow a Fire Burns (Volume
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1)
YIKES! Kevin did it again! The beloved sequel to Home Alone is now an adorable
picture book for the whole family. It’s the holidays and Kevin doesn’t want to go on
his family vacation to Florida. Amid the chaos and confusion of the airport, he
accidentally boards the wrong plane and ends up alone (again!) in New York City.
Kevin goes sightseeing, checks into a hotel, and enjoys limo rides, all courtesy of
his dad’s credit card. But then he makes a shocking discovery: the burglars who
tried to rob his house last year are back, and this time they plan to rob a toy store
on Christmas Eve! Can Kevin stop them and save Christmas with the help of some
new friends? Charmingly illustrated by Kim Smith, this sweet and funny adaptation
will delight fans of the Home Alone franchise, young and old alike.

The Dark Elf Trilogy
At age twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that have always caused
her to stand out identify her as an elf, and after being brought to Eternalia to hone
her skills, discovers that she has secrets buried in her memory for which some
would kill.

The Oath of the Necromancer
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Rediscover the laughter and cheer of Buddy the Elf in this adorable picture book
for readers of all ages! Buddy the Elf has more Christmas spirit than anyone, but
he’s never quite fit in with the other elves at the North Pole. Then Buddy learns
that he’s really a human—and his father is on the Naughty List! Determined to
bring his dad some holiday cheer, he sets out for New York City. But when Santa
encounters disaster on Christmas Eve, can Buddy count on his new family to help
him save the day? Kim Smith’s adorable illustrations give a nostalgic feel to this
modern holiday tale. Featuring all the iconic moments and laugh-out-loud lines
from the film, this story of infectious joy in the face of cynicism is a must-have for
all ages.

Christmas and the Lost Elf (A Children’s Picture Book)
On steamy Pryan, never-ending sunlight and plentiful rain have created a jungle so
vast that humans and elves dwell high in the trees and only dwarves live anywhere
near the ground. From the treetops the aristocratic elves sell weapons to the other
races, whose incessant warfare sends a steady steam of profits and essential
resources skyward. Now, generations of dissent and race hatred will not heal -- not
even under the threat of annihilation at the hands of legendary Titans. Armed with
little more than their wits and prophecy, an elf, a human, and a dwarf must unite
to try to save the world from destruction.
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Elf
After successfully evading an Urgals ambush, Eragon is adopted into the Ingeitum
clan and sent to finish his training so he can further help the Varden in their
struggle against the Empire.

Keeper of the Lost Cities
When half-elf Gideon's elf brother Braden runs afoul of a powerful old vampire,
Gideon steps in to help him, suggesting it might be a good idea to recruit a
dhampir. Reluctantly, because the only one he knows enjoys flirting with his lover,
the witch Delilah, Braden agrees. Thus sexy Edan joins the team, and immediately
sets his sights on Gideon. Vampire Vicario lives in New Orleans, so the team heads
down there, staying at a B&B owned by another witch, Maeve. She agrees to help
them, and together they come up with a plan to destroy Vicario. A plan
complicated by the fact Vicario's tame sorcerer can see dhampir when they're
invisible, thus potentially making it impossible for Edan to take Vicario's head. To
succeed in saving Braden will require all their combined skills. At the same time,
Gideon is facing a personal battle: how to deal with his growing attraction to Edan.
The sex is great, but there is more to a relationship than that, as he well knows.
Can the two of them move beyond the physical -- if they survive the conflict with
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Vicario -- or will their differences tear them apart?

Twilight of the Elves
In the days after the beginning, when great beasts roamed the face of the
earthhumans, elves, giants, and even dragons lived and dwelled upon the now lost
continent of Mu, called also in the tongues of men, as Lemuria. Those were the
days of the Sretsam, warrior-kings; and the days of the Akrissians, Evlin warriors of
the Puridin race who hired themselves out as Protectors. Those were the days of
walled villages, when every day was a fight just to survive to see the next sunrise.
Those were the days when certain malignant powers sought to conquer and
enslave all others

Elf Coloring Book
When Michelle encourages neighbor Ted Bailey, whose e-mail address is "TB03," to
send Stephanie a romantic e-mail message, Stephanie assumes that her
correspondent is basketball star Todd Barnes, who wears uniform number 03, and
she cannot understand whyhe shows no interest in her when they meet in person.

The Elf-Witch Chronicles
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“Find the Elves and return them to the world of Men!” the shade of the Druid
Allanon had ordered Wren. It was clearly an impossible task. The Elves had been
gone from the Westland for more than a hundred years. There was not even a
trace of their former city of Arborlon left to mark their passing. No one in the
Esterland knew of them -- except, finally, the Addershag. The blind old woman had
given instructions to find a place on the coast of the Blue Divide, build a fire, and
keep it burning for three days. “One will come for you." Tiger Ty, the Wing Rider,
had come on his giant Roc to carry Wren and her friend Garth to the only clear
landing site on the island of Morrowindl, where, he said, the Elves might still exist,
somewhere in the demon-haunted jungle. Now she stood within that jungle,
remembering the warning of the Addershag: “Beward, Elf-girl. I see danger ahead
for you . . . and evil beyond imagining." It had proved all too true. Wren stood with
her single weapon of magic, listening as demons evil beyond all imagining
gathered for attack. How long could she resist? And if, by some miracle, she
reached the Elves and could convince them to return, how could they possibly
retrace her perilous path to reach the one safe place on the coast? BONUS: This
edition contains an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The Measure of the Magic.

Hunting Elf
In this action-filled conclusion to the Elf Realm trilogy, Matt, Tuava-Li, and Tomtar
must reach the fabled elfin city of Hunaland at the North Pole. There they will plant
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the seed that will cause the Tree of Adri to grow anew and strengthen the invisible
walls that separate the elfin world from the human. Meanwhile, Jardaine and Nick
the troll have tricked Becky into joining them to supposedly rescue Matt from
danger. In reality they wish to plant the Seed of Adri themselves, sacrifice Becky,
and claim the glory and rewards from the elfin gods. It is a fast-paced race to get
to the North Pole first and plant the seed, but unexpected horrors await whoever
journeys beyond the Gates of Vattar, where the fading tree grows and where the
new seed must be relinquished. Who will get there first? Readers will eagerly seek
to discover if Matt and Becky save the world from impending doom and destruction
and forever separate the human world from the elf realm for the safety of them all.

Home Alone 2: Lost in New York
20 original tales of lust, betrayal, murder, and elves.

The Half-Elf and the Dhampir
The most complete book on these powerful magical beings. Elves and fairies
provide a magical mirror into the human psyche and can help people better
understand themselves. In The Complete Idiots Guide to Elves and Fairies, readers
encounter and learn from an array of magical creatures, and discover how they
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can positively influence their lives. Key topics include fairy magic in the 21st
century, how to recognize an elf and what to do when you meet one, how to attract
good elves and fairies, and how to protect yourself from bad ones. * The Lord of
the Rings trilogy, on film and DVD, have increased people's interest in elves and
their ways * Brian Froud's The Faerie Oracle, Good Fairies Bad Faeries, and Lady
Cottington's Faerie Album have kept fairy lore and fairy images in the public eye
for more than 25 years * This book explores fairy tales, folklore, and mythology,
including modern fairy tales like the Harry Potter series
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